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AN98548 provides additional information on Cypress’s approach to mitigating Pseudo Single Bit Charge Loss (pSBCL).
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Abstract
Cypress ships Floating Gate Flash Memory to many market segments through out the world. Automotive,
Aerospace, and other Markets are typically willing to make appropriate changes and investments to improve
system reliability.
This document is intended to be used as an internal application note which supports an earlier Cypress
Application Note: “Mitigating Pseudo Single Bit Charge Loss”. The supplemental information includes real
implementation experiences at multiple Automotive Customers, relevant data from Cypress's CCARs Group,
Marketing's long term proposed support for our customers, and real customer expectation and questions.
The goal of this application note is to provide the user information that supports the following items:
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2.1



Cypress sees pSBCL as a customer application induced failure and not a device related failure.



The occurrence of Pseudo Signal Bit Charge Loss (pSBCL) is a rare phenomenon resulting in a very low ppm
failure rate which typically means only customers with strong quality goals to eliminate re-occurrence of all
identified failures will be interested in implementing the recommended corrective action.

Pseudo_SBCL Definition and Prevention
Defining pSBCL
A Single Bit Charge Loss (SBCL) cell is a defective memory cell which exhibits electron leakage. The electron
leakage from the floating gate can be accelerated with voltage or high temperature stress. The subject cell does
not have good data retention which is equal to defective bit. The Cypress CCAR has standard processes to
characterize and identify defective SBCL cells.
A pSBCL cell is a physically good memory bit which had only been marginally programmed. The cell has no
physical anomalies and does not exhibit electron leakage from the floating gate with voltage or high temperature
stress. The subject cell has good data retention which is equal to good bit.
The follow characterizes the differences in the behavior and identification of SBCL & pSBCL cells.


Initial Analysis of true SBCL & pSBCL appear very similar; the subject SBCL & pSBCL are depleted
compared to a known good programmed cell.



Note after standard Electrical and Thermal Stress Testing there are differences in the cell charge levels.
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SBCL Cell, pSBCL Cell and Good Cell all reprogram the same.



After standard Electrical and Thermal Stress Testing the true SBCL cell loses charge while a pSBCL & a known
good cell have not lost charge.


2.2

Cause and Prevention of pSBCL

2.2.1

Background Information: Flash Programming Operation Details
During a Flash programming operation the voltage threshold (Vt) used in Embedded Programming is set at a
higher level over the Vt used in Read operation. The Programming Vt is set in this manner to build in additional
read margin and guarantee long term data retention. The tighter Program Verify Vt is used to detect any
marginally program bits and the Flash State machine will automatically apply the required program pulse(s) to fully
charge the subject bit.

2.2.2

Flip Bit Theory
The following highlights the Flip Bit Theory as a possible cause of marginally programmed bit, also known as 'softprogrammed cell'. The Presence of system noise or transients during programming operation can lead to 'underprogramming' or uncharged cell. High noise levels could corrupt or limit the programming Vt from reaching the
required levels to fully program a cell. When the user performs a “Read Verify” a marginally programmed bit can
be read as '0' or a '1'.
In the case where a marginally programmed bit is read as a “0” passing the customer verification testing the units
become a probably candidate for a later pSBCL failure.
Investigations were made to re-create soft programmed cells in the test lab. Analysis of the Cypress CCAR
showed the occurrence of real pSBCL was very low ppm value. Given the rare occurrence of soft programming in
real application it was understood the probability to re-create soft programming in the lab would be very low. The
lab results were as expected that no soft program cells were created.
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2.2.3

Preventing pSBCL Flip Bits
Instituting an additional Program Verify routine immediately after the programming operation can insure the all bits
were programmed to the targeted threshold voltage.
The second Program Verify function can be accomplished by modifying the Flash Software drivers to replace
typical “Read Verify” after “Programming Completed” with more stringent “Program Verify” as shown in Figure 1.
By re-executing the “Write Program Command”, “Program Verify” is leveraged which provides insurance against
marginal programmed bits that could lead to a flipped bit or Pseudo-SBCL event. This change results in minimal
overhead for the Flash programming process with any marginally programmed bit(s) being detected and
programmed automatically. This process ensures quality of programmed bits in a very efficient manner.
Figure 1. Double Programming Algorithm
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Double Programming implementation
pSBCL is not a device related failure but an application induced failure that is a rare phenomenon resulting in a
very low ppm failure rate. Give this low occurrence of pSBCL, there are many customers who are not willing to
implementing the recommended corrective action “Double Programming”. The target customers are those who
have strong quality goals to eliminate re-occurrence of an identified failure mode.

3.1

Psuedo_SBCL Failure Rates and Corrective Action Effectiveness
At the time of this writing Cypress knows of only two customers in the Automotive Market who have implemented
double programming. The first customer has a very demanding application and end customer. The application
was a Transmission Control Unit with application temperature requirements ups to 145C. The OEM's end
customer place high demands on the OEM to eliminate all identified failures.
Cypress CCAR performed database analysis on the returns from the subject TCU program to understand the
effectiveness of implementing “Double Programming” to mitigate pSBCL failures. The CCAR database analysis
was partitioned into two segments. Below are the pSBCL failure rates on this particular program prior to
implementing “Double Programming” and the analysis showing the new failure rate after implementing “Double
Programming”.


Standard single pass programming: ~6.7ppm (Production: Two Years=> 750K units)



“Double Programming” Algorithm: 0 ppm (Production Six month => 400K units)

This customer has realized significant reduction in pSBCL failures by implementing Cypress's recommended best
practice “Double Programming” corrective actions.

3.2

Typical Customer Expectation and Questions
Each customer and potentially each program at a customer which implements “Double Programming” will have
unique requirements. The following is intended to highlight specific tasks that were required prior to or during the
implementation of the “Double Programming” algorithm. It is key to clarify for the Customer the differences
between pSBCL & SBCL and the new “Double Programming” algorithm. (See Pseudo_SBCL Definition and
Prevention on page 1.)
Below is a collection of items the customer might request during “Double Programming Implementation.”
1.

Double Programming Overhead
Customer will request Cypress provide information concerning the additional over head associated with
Double Programming. There are estimates that the additional over is approximately 20%, obviously the
customer must run the new algorithms on their products to obtain a concise answer.

2.

Where are Code Updates required
Once implementation begins the customers program may requires the software algorithms to be updated
in any or all of the following areas:
a.

Module Code Updates.

b.

Software Tools used update code.

c.
Flash Programmer Algorithm Updates. Cypress personnel must work with Programmer Mfg to
update the subject algorithm(s).
3.

Verifying Double Programming Works
Some customer(s) will require that Cypress provide verification that the new Software Algorithm does
fully charge a marginally programmed cell:

Below is one methodology used to generate marginally programmed cells.
1.

Identified 'Programmed bits' in each sector of the customer pattern and recorded the BP address locations.

2.

Programmed a 'dummy' unit at those BP address locations and read the unit on the Nextest tester.

3.

Recorded the Nextest address locations. (Different than BP addresses.)

4.

The customer pattern was modified so that the identified bits could be programmed into a 'Weakly'
programmed state.

5.

Each identified cell was pulsed on the Nextest tester to put the units into a weakly programmed state.
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6.

3.3

The IDS currents at those locations were then recorded for the respective sectors on each device.

Sample Customer Questions

Question 1
The Cypress applications note “Preventing Pseudo SBCL” shows a flow chart in Figure 1 with added yellow
blocks for their proposed containment. The yellow blocks are to add a second “Program Verify”. Why doesn't the
first “Program Verify” in the flow catch the weakly charged bit if the threshold is set higher during a “Program
Verify”?

Cypress Reply
If there is noise or transient present during the first Program Verify the Program Reference Level can be corrupted
or shifted by the subject noise or transient. Under these conditions the subject Cell Charge Level is verified with
using an invalid Program Reference Level resulting in a marginally programmed cell.
Reference Section 3.2:
Possible cause for marginal programmed bit, also known as 'soft-programmed cell'
Presence of system noise or transients during programming operation can lead to 'under-programming'
High noise levels could limit the programming voltage from reaching the required levels to strongly program
cells
Reading a marginal program bit can be a '0' or a '1'

Follow up to Question 1
Is this is a probabilistic phenomenon?

Cypress Reply
Yes

Question 2
Based on what is being said here; it is theoretically possible that even double programming could result in us
having the same issue however the probably is very low (e.g. <<< 1ppm).

Cypress Reply
Yes

Question 3
Is the flow chart in . Double Programming Algorithm on page 3 without the yellow blocks the same as the normal
programming flow call out in the data sheet?

Cypress Reply
Yes

4
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